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7
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9

10 Before us is an extraordinarily ambitious work by a renowned historian of

11 astronomy. There are two overall aims of this engaging book. The first is to disclose

12 the complex structure of discovery; and the second is to provide a comprehensive

13 system of classification for the use of astronomers. The two aims are connected by

14 means of over thirty-five elaborate case studies taken from 450 years of

15 astronomical history. On the basis of this ‘‘finite database of historical experience’’

16 (281) of discoveries of new classes of objects, Dick argues that discovery should not

17 understood to be a one-time, momentary event by a single, solitary person. But

18 rather, discovery is best characterized as a ‘‘collective’’ process (à la Ken Caneva

19 and Peter Galison) involving many people over long periods of time—spanning

20 decades or even centuries. Though this idea finds some expression in the work of

21 Thomas Kuhn, in Dick’s view, discovery is ‘‘much more common’’ in the history of

22 science than revolutions, and thus worthy of being ‘‘brought to the fore as a central

23 concept’’ (xii). It is particularly with this view, and the impact that it has on Dick’s

24 construal of the history of astronomy, that this reviewer has the most fundamental

25 difficulties.

26 As an extended process, discovery has a complex and layered structure that can

27 be explicated at two levels. The first is its macrostructure, which, in a linear fashion,

28 normally begins with detection followed by interpretation and then understanding.

29 In some cases, detection is replaced by inference, as in the case of gas giant planets

30 and dwarf stars. And ‘‘more rarely’’ these are replaced by declaration instead, as in

31 the case of Pluto’s controversial reclassification into a dwarf planet in 2006 after the

32 discovery of a sufficient number of trans-Neptune objects. Interpretation and

33 understanding have a fine structure to them. A crucial aspect of the understanding

34 stage, for example, is the separation of it into basic and mature understanding. The
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35 second level of structure is the microstructure, which ‘‘resolves’’ into social,

36 psychological, institutional and technical elements, and which can all go into

37 fleshing out further details and particulars of the macrolevel.

38 It just so happens that just about all of the cases of discovery examined

39 correspond neatly with the first astronomical use of the telescope; only Tycho

40 Brahe’s naked eye observations of a comet and a nova are included as early stages

41 of discovery. In fact, it seems that discovery does not occur before Brahe, on Dick’s

42 account, and this for different microstructural reasons. Thus, for instance, Dick

43 continually resists throughout the book the claim that the wandering planets were

44 ever discovered or even detected in antiquity; they were rather only ‘‘separated from

45 stars’’ in some unknown past (333).

46 However, the process of discovery is at a much broader level bracketed between

47 pre-discovery and post-discovery phases. The former corresponds to casual, naked

48 eye phenomenology, and the latter corresponds to the mature understanding of the

49 ‘‘thing itself,’’ and the placement of the new class of objects or phenomena into the

50 history of cosmic evolution. This bracketing of discovery indicates, moreover, that

51 it is not an endless process. The extended, complex process of discovery comes to

52 an end, to be sure, when basic understanding is reached, and this occurs when

53 ‘‘physical meaning’’ is provided for the new class; indeed, the determination of its

54 physical nature forms the basis for its proper classification. The correct classification

55 for the new class heralds the end of the discovery process. But because classification

56 is active at all phases and stages of the discovery process, it can be in flux, be

57 revised, and appear ad hoc; indeed, it is socially influenced.

58 Among the provocative outcomes of this view of discovery is that Lord Rosse

59 should not be regarded as the discoverer of the ‘‘spiral nebulae’’ in 1845, but only as

60 their first detector in an eighty-year discovery process. Another notable example is

61 that Galileo did not discover the rings of Saturn. Even though he was the first one to

62 detect something unusual around Saturn through his telescope, he had no idea what

63 he was looking at and gave the wrong interpretation. The correct interpretation—

64 that they are rings—came only with Christian Huygens, and an understanding of the

65 rings’ physical dynamics in relation to the central body only began to emerge in the

66 work of James Clerk Maxwell. The process only continued when the Voyager

67 spacecraft disclosed the material composition of the rings. To insist that Galileo

68 discovered the rings of Saturn ‘‘is,’’ proclaims Dick, ‘‘to do violence to history’’

69 (336).

70 These are only two examples taken from a whole host of case studies in parts I

71 and II, which occupy nearly half the book. The cases range from a detailed look at

72 the discovery and reclassification of Pluto to the discovery of black holes. The wide

73 range of studies are given in quite some detail, with the main focus in these two

74 parts on discoveries of new classes of objects with the aid of all kinds of telescopes

75 and auxiliary instrumentations such as spectroscopes, CCDs and photography. All

76 these case studies are employed in a variety of ways to support the claim that

77 discovery is an extended process. In fact, in the next half of the book (parts III, IV,

78 and V), wherein Dick works through some of the complexities, problems, and

79 extensions of this notion of discovery and its relation to classification, these cases
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80 are brought up again and again (and again), making for a lot of repetition

81 throughout.

82 Those who are expecting some level of engagement with the context of discovery

83 will be disappointed. The latter is simply dismissed as ‘‘mostly irrelevant’’ (198)

84 and replaced by a hefty reliance on post-discovery, first person accounts by

85 scientists themselves and lots of secondary literature (many of which are annotated

86 in a nice bibliographical ‘‘essay’’ at the end of the book). And although Dick does

87 cite Barbara Beckers’ cautionary note that we ought to take a scientist’s own

88 account of discovery with a grain of salt, this caution (a commonplace among

89 historians of science) seems to have little effect on Dick’s actual discussion.

90 Throughout one is uncritically confronted with the typical ‘‘then it dawned on him

91 …’’ (36); ‘‘‘that’s it,’ I exclaimed to myself’’ (12); and the ‘‘puzzle was suddenly

92 resolved …’’ (121) accounts of discovery, often quoting entire paragraphs of a

93 scientist’s own ‘‘account of the moment of discovery’’ (144) left to stand for

94 themselves.

95 Moreover, given Dick’s commendable overall efforts to extend discovery into a

96 complex process, one will most certainly be taken aback to find that the author

97 continues—well after the valuable lessons of parts I and II—to tally and account for

98 discoveries as discrete, momentary events. Not only, that is, does Dick continue to

99 unabashedly describe many ‘‘discoveries’’ as bound to a date and person (e.g., 182,

100 183, 187, 214, 218, 257, 290, 297, 321, 322), but he continues to ask questions such

101 as: ‘‘Who, then, did discover the expanding universe,’’ Hubble or Lemaitre? (226)

102 Dick provides an elaborate answer, wherein two separate and distinct discoveries

103 and discoverers have to be admitted (227). But given the extended and processual

104 nature of discovery, should not such questions and such answers be illegitimate by

105 now, or at least radically reframed? This is more than just a recurrent conflation of

106 discovery with detection: It reveals that Dick’s important notion of discovery has

107 not seeped deep down enough to affect an underlying change in his historiography

108 of discovery.

109 Let me turn now to what I believe is the most fundamental difficulty with this

110 otherwise fine book. The problem begins with Dick’s basic claim that discovery is

111 ‘‘common’’ and at the ‘‘core’’ of science; indeed, discovery, he writes, is ‘‘the

112 essence of science and the primary goal of its practitioners’’ (303). By placing

113 ‘‘discovery at center stage in science’’ (329), Dick believes he has succeeded in

114 refocusing the issue to something much more at the heart of science than Kuhn’s

115 focus on revolutions. In contrast to Kuhn, then, Dick sees himself engaged in work

116 that better describes ‘‘what most astronomers do’’ (178). At the very end of the

117 book, however, Dick provides a graph (figure 11.1) that plots the distribution of

118 discoveries of new classes of astronomical objects over the last 450 years.

119 Inevitably, it displays a huge number of discoveries all occurring in the twentieth

120 century, while the rest of the 350 years is described as a ‘‘virtual desert … [and] by

121 definition of less importance’’ (338). This is interpreted in the usual triumphant

122 manner, where the discoveries culminate into the ‘‘discovery of all discoveries’’;

123 namely, cosmic evolution, which is described in quasi-religious language (with its

124 own ‘‘genesis,’’ ‘‘gardens,’’ and ‘‘evangelists’’) as ‘‘the greatest’’ (317) cultural
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125 worldview, bound to ‘‘revolutionize humanity’’ (324). What does not contribute to

126 the retrojected trajectory of this ‘‘master narrative’’ is regarded as less important.

127 But the graph can also be read in another way, one that Dick passes over in

128 silence: It displays just how uncommon discovery, as the primary aim at the core of

129 the astronomical sciences, actually was in the history of astronomy. The trouble is

130 that Dick takes unique features of a subset of twentieth century astronomy (i.e.,

131 mostly astrophysics) as the common and defining standard by which to judge and

132 describe the rest of the history of astronomy. In other words, a subset of astronomy

133 that does not properly exist as a discipline before the end of the nineteenth century is

134 used as the model for the aims of astronomy in all places and times. The upshot of

135 this is that it leaves the author inattentive to other legitimate and alternative aims of

136 astronomy in its long history.

137 It is thus no wonder that from his vantage point, Dick is often confounded at how

138 little is going on before ‘‘the mountain of discoveries’’ in the twentieth century. For

139 instance, he expresses amazement that ‘‘it was almost two centuries after Galileo’s

140 discovery of moons [of Jupiter] and rings [of Saturn] that the next new classes of

141 astronomical objects were discovered in our planetary system’’ (43). Dick, again,

142 expresses ‘‘surprise’’ (65) that only in the very late eighteenth century did a few

143 astronomers like William Herschel systematically begin to observe and study the

144 nebulae, even though some major nebulae like the one in Orion had already been

145 detected in the early seventeenth century (185). What does not seem to occur to the

146 author is that during these periods astronomy’s goals were quite different from what

147 they turned out to be in the twentieth century. What William Herschel was up to

148 when he began investigating the nebulae, for instance, was not common, routine,

149 nor regular astronomical work; in fact, it was outright unusual for the majority of

150 practitioners engaged in an astronomy dominated by positional and navigational

151 aims.

152 But even for most of the nineteenth century the kinds of things Dick describes as

153 common and at the core of astronomy, like providing physical interpretations and

154 discovery, were regarded by some of the most celebrated astronomers of the period

155 as not being a proper part of astronomy at all. Referring to the rise of the new

156 astronomy—what we today call astrophysics—and the natural history of the

157 heavens, the German-trained American astronomer Benjamin A. Gould reminds his

158 readers in 1859 that ‘‘the science of Astronomy consists in the investigations of

159 those laws that govern the motion of the heavenly bodies. The Natural History of the

160 heavens, he continues, ‘‘is not included in the domain of Astronomy proper.’’ Gould

161 then appeals to no less an astronomical authority than Bessel himself, who wrote a

162 decade earlier, that, ‘‘all else that we can learn of the heavenly bodies, as, for

163 example, their appearances and the character of their surfaces [i.e., physical

164 meaning] … is not of astronomical interest.’’1 Gould argues that the aim of

165 providing physical interpretations contributes not so much to astronomy proper as

166 much it panders to popular audiences intent on ‘‘discoveries.’’ The point is not that

1FL01 1 Benjamin Gould, Reply to the ‘Statements of the Trustees’ of the Dudley Observatory (Albany: Charles

1FL02 van Benthuysen, 1859), 94; F. W. Bessel, Populäre Vorlesungen über wissenschaftliche Gegenstände

1FL03 (Hamburg, 1848), 5–6.
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167 Gould or Bessel—or the many astronomers who would have agreed—was correct,

168 but rather that the aims of astronomy were often contested and different from what

169 Dick insists they must be in all places and all times.

170 And instead of acknowledging that astronomy in other places and times just had

171 different aims in view (cf. 185), Dick goes as far as to endorse highly dubious

172 opinions, such as one made in recent years that the delay in the adoption of the

173 telescope in the Ottoman world had to do with a lack of intellectual or scientific

174 curiosity (192). Instead of attributing this delay to an absence of intellectual

175 curiosity, why not make an attempt to understand what counted, in this rich and long

176 tradition of astronomy, as the dominant aims of astronomy in the Muslim world

177 (something that has been well documented by historians.) in order to understand

178 reactions to the telescope—some which may be explained as due precisely to the

179 lack of fit of the telescope with those very aims. The same approach would explain

180 what so perplexes Dick about the ‘‘virtual desert’’ that is pre-twentieth century

181 astronomy.

182 To paint the history of astronomy with the single brush of discovery—which has

183 its own history unrecognized by Dick—is certainly to do more violence to that

184 history than to claim something like Galileo discovered the rings of Saturn.

185 Despite these misgivings, the large number of case studies, all collected here in

186 one readable volume, will be a major resource to philosophers, historians, and

187 astronomers alike. Philosophers and historians should be particularly keen on the

188 outstanding discussion of the role of classification in astronomy in contrast and

189 comparison with natural history, biology, physics, and chemistry in chapter eight—a

190 chapter that comes highly recommended. Also of interest will be Dick’s conclusion

191 in chapter nine that theory has historically played only a tiny role in the prediction

192 of new classes, and that large telescopes are not the major drivers of discovery that

193 they are usually made out to be. Finally, Dick’s extensive system of classification,

194 given in an appendix, is sure to be a major source of productive discussion. It is a

195 three kingdom system of planets, stars, and galaxies, which stipulates six families

196 for each kingdom, and distinguishes 82 distinct classes of astronomical objects. In

197 itself, this is an extraordinary feat, a major contribution to the pedagogy of

198 astronomy. But only time will tell whether or not this system will be of use to

199 practicing astronomers.

200
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